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We consider a reconstruction of a wave�eld distribution in an

input/object plane from data in an output/di¤raction (sensor)

plane. A contribution of this paper concerns a digital modeling

both for the forward and backward wave�eld propagation. A

novel algebraic matrix form of the discrete di¤raction transform

(DDT ) originated in [1] is proposed for the forward modeling

which is aliasing free and precise for pixel-wise invariant object

and sensor plane distributions. This "matrix DDT " is a base for

formalization of the object wave�eld reconstruction (backward

propagation) as an inverse problem. The transfer matrices of the

matrix DDT are used for calculations as well as for the analysis

of conditions when the perfect reconstruction of the object

wave�eld distribution is possible. We show by simulation that

the developed inverse propagation algorithm demonstrates an

improved accuracy as compared with the standard convolutional

and discrete Fresnel transform algorithms. c 2009 Optical

Society of America

OCIS codes: 070.2025, 100.3010, 100.3190
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1. Introduction

A wave�eld reconstruction from intensity and phase measurements is one of

the basic problems in digital wave�eld imaging and holography [2]. In a typical

holography scenario one distinguishes input/object and output/sensor planes

(Fig.1). The object plane is a source of light radiation/re�ection propagating

along the optical axis. The sensor plane is parallel to the object plane with a

distance z between the planes.

A contribution of this paper concerns a digital modeling the forward and

backward wave�eld propagation. The discrete di¤raction transform (DDT )

proposed in [1] links discrete pixelated values of the object and sensor dis-

tributions. It is the so-called discrete-to-discrete modeling which is aliasing

free and accurate for a pixel-wise invariant object distribution and pixelated

sensor. In this paper we generalize and develop this model in two important

aspects. First, the pixels in the object and sensor planes can be of di¤erent

size. Second, instead of the frequency domain DDT (F �DDT ) exploited

in [1] we introduce an algebraic approach based on the matrix transform of

the wave�eld distributions. This novel matrix DDT is also aliasing free and

accurate for the pixelated object and di¤raction plane distributions. Fur-
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thermore, this matrix DDT does not require double-size image calculations

as it is in F �DDT . The reconstruction of the object distribution from a

distribution given in the sensor plane is formulated as an inverse problem.

Depending on the pixel size and the distance between the object and sensor

planes DDT matrices can become very ill-conditioned what makes the recon-

struction of the object distribution di¢ cult or even impossible. The ability

of the perfect/good quality reconstruction is well characterized by the rank

and conditioning number of the transform matrices of the introduced matrix

DDT . The forward matrix transform modeling is a natural and very produc-

tive tool to study limitations of the wave�eld reconstruction and to develop

novel e¤ective algorithms.

2. Discretization of backward wave�eld propagation

In this section we consider a wave�eld reconstruction based on a discretization

of the backward propagation integral operator. In this way we arrive to the

well known standard techniques as well as introduced some novel ones.
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2.A. Integral models

Let ud(y; x) be a complex-valued 2D wave�eld de�ned in the sensor plane

z = d of the 3D space (x; y; z) as a function of the lateral coordinates x and

y (see Fig. 1). According to the scalar di¤raction theory there is a linear op-

erator which links this sensor wave�eld distribution with the object wave�eld

u0(y; x) in the plane z = 0 as ud(y; x) = Ddfu0g, where Dd stays for a dif-

fraction operator Dz with a distance parameter z = d. The thorough theory

of this operator representation can be found in [3], [4].

The di¤raction operator can be given as the convolution

uz(y; x) = Dzfu0g ,
Z 1

�1

Z 1

�1
gz(y � �; x� �)u0(�; �)d�d�, (1)

(y; x) 2 R2;

where the kernel gz is shift invariant de�ned by the �rst Raylegh-Sommerfeld

solution of the Maxwell-Helmholtz equation [4]

gz(y; x) = z
exp(j2�r=�)

j� � r2 , r =
p
x2 + y2 + z2, z � �, (2)

where � is a wavelength.

It is shown in [3] that the operator Dz is invertible, and the inverse operator

also can be presented as the convolution with a shift-invariant kernel. If the
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di¤raction wave�eld uz(y; x) is given the wave�eld in the object plane z = 0

can be reconstructed using the inverse operator D�1z as

u0(�; �) = D�1z fuzg ,
Z 1

�1

Z 1

�1
g�z(� � y; � � x)uz(y; x)dxdy: (3)

The term di¤raction transform is used in [3] for the forward Dz and back-

ward D�1z operators. Thus, the reconstruction problem is reduced to calcula-

tion of the inverse transform and the corresponding wave�eld.

2.B. Convolutional discrete models

Discretization of the integral di¤raction transforms de�ned by the formulas

(1) and (3) is a straightforward idea in order to derive digital models for

the forward and backward wave�eld propagation. This discrete modeling is

a subject of many publications and the discrete Fourier transform (DFT )

based techniques are very popular. While the review of this area is beyond

the scope of this paper, we wish to mention that the discrete space domain

modeling for holography is discussed in details in [2] and the accuracy of the

frequency domain approach can be found in [5]. The DFT based algorithm

with a detailed accuracy analysis is presented in [6]. A number of recent

developments concern continuous and discrete Fresnel transforms and their

multiresolution versions (e.g. [7]- [11]).
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Two spatial domain approaches are the most popular ones for derivation

of discrete models of the wave�eld propagation: the DFT convolution and

Fresnel transform.

The discrete convolutional models as sampled versions of the formulas (1)

and (3) are of the form

uz(�y;zs;�x;zt) = (4)X
k;l

u0(�y;0k;�x;0l)gz(�y;zs��y;0k;�x;zt��x;0l) ��y;0�x;0:

û0(�y;0k;�x;0l) = (5)X
s;t

uz(�y;zs;�x;zt)g�z(�y;0k ��y;zs;�x;0l ��x;zt) ��y;z�x;z;

where the hat in û0 means an estimate of u0; and �y;0��x;0, �y;z��x;z are

pixel�s sizes (sampling intervals) in the object and sensor planes, respectively.

Assuming that the pixel sizes are equal both for the object and sensor

planes, �y;z = �y;0 = �y and �x;z = �x;0 = �x we can treat this equation

as a discrete shift-invariant convolution and apply DFT to the both parts of

these equations (e.g. [2], [12]):

Uz(fy; fx) = Gz(fy; fx)U0(fy; fx), (6)

Û0(fy; fx) = G�z(fy; fx)Uz(fy; fx). (7)
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where Uz = DFT fuzg, U0 = DFT fu0g, Û0 = DFT fû0g and Gz =

DFT fgzg are calculated over the Ny �Nx pixels.

It is shown, in particular in [6], that the model (6)-(7) can be essentially

improved if the kernel gz in (4) is zero-padded to the double size and all

calculations are produced for respectively double-sized Uz, U0, Û0, Gz. This

zero-padding of the kernel gz is applied in ( [1], Section 3b) as a tool to obtain

the accurate forward propagation modeling implemented in the frequency

domain.

2.C. Fresnel discrete transform

If z �
p
x2 + y2 the following approximation of the kernel gz is valid

gz(y; x) '
exp(j2�z=�)

j�z
exp[j

�

�z
(x2 + y2)]. (8)

The approximation (8) is used for calculation of the integrals (1) and (3),

further for discrete modeling by discretization of these integrals and deriva-

tion of the Fresnel transform [2].

These discretization results are summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 1. I. Provided (8), the discrete wave�eld modeling of the
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forward propagation can be presented in the form:

uz(�y;zs;�x;zt) , (9)

�j exp[j(2�z=�+ �((�y;zs)2 + (�x;zt)2)=(�z))]
� � z �X

k;l

fexp[j �
�z
((�y;0k)

2 + (�x;0l)
2)]u0(�y;0k;�x;0l)g �

exp[�j2��y;0�y;zsk +�x;0�x;ztl
�z

] ��y;0�x;0.

and the modeling of the backward propagation as:

û0(�y;0k;�x;0l) , (10)

j exp[�j(2�z=�+ �((�y;0k)2 + (�x;0l)2)=(�z))]
� � z �X

s;t

exp[�j �
�z
((�y;zs)

2 + (�x;zt)
2)]uz(�y;zs;�x;zt)�

exp[j
2�(�y;0�y;zsk +�x;0�x;ztl)

�z
] ��x;z�y;z.

II. Let the object and sensor planes be of the same size Ny � Nx and the

following conditions be ful�lled

Ny=
� � z

�y;0�y;z
; Nx=

� � z
�x;0�x;z

; (11)

then forward and backward propagations (9)-(10) can be calculated using
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DFT :

uz(�y;zs;�x;zt) , (12)

�j
� � z exp[j(2�z=�+ �((�y;zs)

2 + (�x;zt)
2)=(�z))]�

DFT k;lfexp[j
�

�z
((�y;0k)

2 + (�x;0l)
2)]u0(�y;0k;�x;0l)g[s; t] ��y;0�x;0.

and

û0(�y;0k;�x;0l) , (13)

j

� � z exp[�j(2�z=�+ �((�y;0k)
2 + (�x;0l)

2)=(�z))]�

DFT �1s;t fexp[�j
�

�z
((�y;zs)

2 + (�x;zt)
2)]uz(�y;zs;�x;zt)g[k; l]�

NyNx�x;z�y;z,

where

û0 = u0. (14)

The subscripts in DFT k;l and DFT �1s;t show with respect to which variables

these transforms are calculated.

While the formulas (9)-(13) are well known, often they are given in shorten

forms where some of the factors (in particular phase factors) are omitted.

For convenience of the reference and comparison with novel algorithms we

present here these transforms in the complete forms.
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Conventionally, the term discrete Fresnel transform is applied to the trans-

forms de�ned by the formulas (12) and (13) valid provided the sampling con-

ditions (11). This transform enables the perfect reconstruction of u0, û0 = u0.

More general formulas (9) and (10) are valid as discrete approximations

of the integrals (1)-(3) for arbitrary parameter values, i.e. for any size of

the object and di¤raction planes and the pixels in these planes. However, in

general, if the conditions (11) are not satis�ed û0 de�ned by (10) is not equal

to u0, û0 6= u0.

The sums in (9) and (10) have a form

X
s;t

exp[j
2�(�y;0�y;z � sk +�x;0�x;z � tl)

�z
] � w(s; t);

where w(s; t) is a function of integers s and t. These sums are called the

discrete-time/space Fourier transforms and treated as the integral Fourier

transform of the discrete sequences (e.g. [13]). These sums are not DFT

because the factors of sk and tl in the argument of the exponent are not

integer. However, these sums become DFT provided the conditions (11) and

the fast Fourier transform algorithms can be used for calculations.

Let us illustrate the fact that (10) does not give the perfect reconstruction

if the conditions (11) are not ful�lled.
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Assume that Ny = Nx = 512, �y;0 = �y;z = �x;0 = �x;z = 5�m and

z = df where the "in-focus" distance df is de�ned accordingly to (11) as

df , Ny�
2
y;0=� = 0:0202 m. In our numerical experiments through the pa-

per we assume the amplitude modulation of the object distribution, i.e. u0 is

non-negative real-valued, 0 � u0 � 1, and the phase of u0 is equal to zero.

This amplitude distribution of u0 is de�ned by the Baboon test-image. Fig. 2a

demonstrates the "perfect" reconstruction of the amplitude distribution for

the "in-focus" distance z = df . Now let us assume that the distance is di¤er-

ent from df for instance equal to z = 3df . The corresponding reconstruction

shown in Fig. 2b is far from being accurate. It con�rms that the backward

Fresnel transform is not inverse for the forward Fresnel transform. Fig. 2c

shows the reconstruction of u0 for z = 3df using the regularized inverse tech-

niqueM�DDT introduced later. We can see a signi�cant improvement in

this reconstruction in comparison with what is achieved in Fig. 2b.

Proposition 2. The discrete Fresnel transform formulas (9) and (10) can

be represented in the following matrix forms

uz = �z �Cy;z � u0 �CTx;z; (15)

û0 = �0 �Cy;�z � uz �CTx;�z; (16)
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where Cy;z = (Cy;z[s; s
0])Ny;z�Ny;0, Cx;z = (Cx;z[s; s

0])Nx;z�Nx;0, Cy;�z =

(Cy;�z[s; s
0])Ny;0�Ny;z , Cx;�z = (Cx;�z[s; s

0])Nx;0�Nx;zare the matrices with the

elements calculated according to the formulas:

Cy;z[s; s
0] = exp(j

�

�z
(s�y;z � s0�y;0)2), (17)

Cx;z[s; s
0] = exp(j

�

�z
(s�x;z � s0�x;0)2);

�z = � ��x;0�y;0, �0 = �� ��x;z�y;z;

� =
exp(j2�z=�)

j� � z .

Accordingly, uz = (uz[s; t])Ny;z�Nx;z , û0 = (û0[k; l])Ny;0�Nx;0 are the matrices

of the sizes Ny;z �Nx;z and Ny;0 �Nx;0, respectively.

The proof of this proposition is elementary by inserting (17) into (15) and

(16). Note that the derived formulas are valid for the non-square matrices of

arbitrary sizes.

There is a serious di¤erence between standard Fresnel transforms (12)-(13)

valid provided the sampling conditions (11) and the formulas (9)-(10) valid

in much more general case when these sampling conditions are not satis�ed.

Despite this di¤erence the term discrete Fresnel transform is used addressing

to both kind of the transforms. However, we use the term matrix (forward

and inverse) discrete Fresnel transform (M�DFrT andM�IDFrT ) for
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the transforms de�ned by the matrix formulas (15) and (16), respectively. In

our simulation experiments we use this matrix version of the discrete Fresnel

transform.

It follows from (15)-(16) that the reconstruction of u0 from uz can be

obtained also as a solution of the equation (15). In this way we arrive to the

backward propagation modeling quite di¤erent from the standard equation

(16). For instance, for the square nonsingular Cy;z and Cx;z this backward

propagation is of the form

û0 =
1

�z
�C�1y;z � uz �C�Tx;z ; (18)

and it is di¤erent from (16) because in generalC�1y;z 6= Cy;�z andC�1x;z 6= Cx;�z.

Concerning the discussed above invertability ofM�DFrT we can see that it

has a place if and only if Cy;zCy;�z and Cx;zCx;�z are the identity matrices.

This condition can be guaranteed under the assumptions (11) and has no

place in the general case.

2.D. Principal limitations of the backward propagation integral

In order the back propagation integral (3) enables the perfect restoration of

the object u0 the distribution uz should be given for all x and y, i.e. the

sensor in the di¤raction plane should of the in�nite size. For the �nite-size
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sensor the perfect restoration of any u0 is not possible. Thus, there is a sort of

non-symmetry for the forward and backward propagation integral operators.

In this discussion and in what follows the term the perfect restoration is

a property of the algorithm to give the accurate (precise) reconstruction for

any applicable object distribution. Thus, the backward di¤raction transform

is always non-perfect for the �nite-size sensor as it is not able to give the

perfect reconstruction for any object distribution while it can be achieved

for some particular distributions. The perfect restoration property should

guarantee the precise result for any distribution.

The property of the inverse integral di¤raction transform to be non-perfect

for a �nite sensor is inherited by all discrete restoration algorithms based on

approximations of the kernel g�z in (3).

3. Matrix discrete di¤raction transform

The standard techniques discussed in the previous section consider discrete

models as approximations for forward and backward wave�eld propagation

integrals. In the approach originated in [1] and further developed in this pa-

per we follow di¤erent ideas. First, we develop the accurate forward discrete

modeling which is precise for a class of pixel-wise invariant distributions. Sec-
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ond, we reconstruct the object distribution by inverting this precise forward

model. We show that under some assumptions the forward model can be

inverted and then we can achieve the perfect reconstruction of any object

distribution, of course from the class of the pixel-wise invariant distributions.

The essential point is that for reconstruction we do not exploit the backward

propagation integral (3), which is valid for the in�nite sensor only. Instead

we use the accurate discrete forward propagation model.

Let us assume that the input of our model is discrete de�ned by a pixel-

wise constant object distribution and the output is also discrete as de�ned by

the outputs of the sensor pixels. For these pixel-wise invariant distributions

DDT gives an accurate discrete-to-discrete modeling because this model is

obtained by the accurate integration of (1). In this development the standard

assumptions concerning sampling and bandlimitedness can be omitted as not

relevant and replaced by hypotheses of piece-wise constant distributions.

In [1] theDDT transform is proposed in two di¤erent complementary forms:

spatial algebraic and frequency domains. The frequency form is exploited for

calculations, while the algebraic form is used mainly for interpretations and

illustrations.
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In this paper we present a novel algebraic form of DDT based on two (line-

and column-transform) matrices enabling the following goals: the forward

propagation modeling, calculation of the inverse wave�eld propagation and

the analysis of the conditioning of the DDT forward propagation operator.

We name this novel transform as Matrix Discrete Di¤raction Transform

(M� DDT ). In order to make a di¤erence between this novel DDT and

the old one we name DDT introduced originally in [1] as Frequency domain

Discrete Di¤raction Transform (F �DDT ). The latter model has been pre-

sented assuming the same size square pixels in the input and output planes

and the square matrices of the input and output data.

3.A. Forward propagation modeling

Let the pixels in the object and sensor planes can be rectangular of the sizes

(�y;0 � �x;0) and (�y;z � �x;z), respectively. The sizes of the images in the

object and sensor planes measured in pixels can be also di¤erent Ny;0 �Nx;0

and Ny;z �Nx;z. Then the formulas (10)-(13) from [1] are generalized to the
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following form

uz(y; x) = (19)

Ny;0=2�1X
k=�Ny;0=2

Nx;0=2�1X
l=�Nx;0=2

u0[k; l]

Z �x;0=2

��x;0=2
d�

Z �y;0=2

��y;0=2
gz(y � k�y;0 + �; x� l�x;0 + �)d�,

u0[k; t] = u0(k�y;0 + �; l�x;0 + �), j�j � �y;0=2, j�j � �x;0=2,

where the sum is calculated over Ny;0 � Nx;0 pixels of the input rectangular

array.

Let the output signal of a sensor�s pixel be the average value of the dis-

tribution impinging on this pixel:

uz[s; t] =
1

�y;z�x;z

Z �y;z=2

��y;z=2

Z �x;z=2

��x;z=2
uz(s�y;z + �

0; t�x;z + �
0)d�0d�0. (20)

Inserting (19) into (20) we arrive to the space domain DDT introduced as

a discrete convolution with a shift-varying kernel az:

uz[s; t] =

Ny;0=2�1X
k=�Ny;0=2

Nx;0=2�1X
l=�Nx;0=2

az[s; k; t; l] � u0[k; l], (21)

s = �Ny;z=2; :::; Ny;z=2� 1,

t = �Nx;z=2; :::; Nx;z=2� 1,
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where

az[s; k; t; l] =
1

�y;z�x;z

Z �x;z=2

��x;z=2

Z �x;0=2

��x;0=2
d�d�0� (22)Z �y;z=2

��y;z=2

Z �y;0=2

��y;0=2
gz(s�y;z � k�y;0 + �0 + �; t�x;z � l�x;0 + �0 + �)d�d�0;

s = �Ny;z=2; :::; Ny;z=2� 1, k = �Ny;0=2; :::; Ny;0=2� 1;

t = �Nx;z=2; :::; Nx;z=2� 1, l = �Nx;0=2; :::; Nx;0=2� 1:

The kernel az in (22) is an averaged (pixel-wise double-averaged) version

of the original kernel gz in (1).

For the Fresnel approximation of gz (8) the kernel az in (22) allows a fac-

torization

az[s; k; t; l] = �Ay[s; k]Ax[t; l]; � =
exp(j2�z=�)

j� � z (23)

where

Ay[s; k] = (24)

1

�y;z

Z �y;z=2

��y;z=2

Z �y;0=2

��y;0=2
exp(j

�

�z
(s�y;z � k�y;0 + �0 + �)2)d�d�0;

Ax[t; l] =

1

�x;z

Z �x;z=2

��x;z=2

Z �x;0=2

��x;0=2
exp(j

�

�z
(t�x;z � l�x;0 + �0 + �)2)d�d�0.
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Inserting (23) into (21) we arrive to the formula

uz[s; t] = �

Ny;0=2�1X
k=�Ny;0=2

Nx;0=2�1X
l=�Nx;0=2

Ay[s; k]u0[k; l]Ax[t; l], (25)

what de�nes the matrix form of the discrete input-output forward propaga-

tion model

uz = � �Ay � u0 �AT
x : (26)

Note, that calculations of the double integrals in (24) can be reduced to

integration on a single variable using the formulas from Appendix 1.

The kernel az[s; k; t; l] in (21) becomes shift-invariant depending on the

di¤erences of the arguments s�k and t� l as soon as the pixels at the object

and sensor planes take equal sizes, �x;z = �x;0 = �x and �y;z = �y;0 = �y.

In this case the DDT becomes essentially simpler because the matrices in

(26) are symmetrical with the elements depending on the di¤erences of the

indexes only, Ay[s; k] = Ay[s�k] = Ay[k�s], Ax[t; l] = Ax[t� l] = Ax[l� t].

If �y = �x and Ny = Nx then Ax = Ay.

The formula (26) de�nes what we call the matrix discrete di¤raction trans-

form (M � DDT ) with the averaged matrices. The matrices Ay and AT
x

manipulate respectively by the rows and columns of the matrix u0. The link

between the object and di¤raction plane distributions can be written in the
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operator form uz =M�DDT fu0g.

It follows from the de�nition formulas (19)-(20) as well as from the results

presented in [1] that M�DDT is aliasing free and gives the accurate dis-

tribution in the sensor plane provided that the object distribution is pixel-wise

invariant.

3.B. Backward (inverse) modeling and perfect reconstruction

An inverse ofM�DDT can be de�ned as an operator mapping uz into û0.

This inverse ofM�DDT gives the perfect reconstruction of the pixel-wise

object distribution if the forward operatorM�DDT is non-singular. In this

section, we clarify the assumptions when theM�DDT is non-singular, ana-

lyze the conditioning of this transform and introduce the regularized inverse

algorithm for the ill-conditionedM�DDT .

Using the matrix vectorization technique (e.g. [21]) the equation (26) can

be rewritten in the standard matrix form explicitly resolved with respect to

the variables in the equation as

ucolz = � �G � ucol0 , G = Ax 
Ay (27)

where the index (col) means vector-variables built from columns of the cor-

responding matrix and the symbol 
 stands for the Kronecker product of
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matrices. The dimension of the matrix G is equal to Ny;zNx;z�Ny;0Nx;0, and

the vectors ucolz and ucol0 have the lengths Ny;zNx;z, Ny;0Nx;0, respectively.

Let the size Ny;zNx;z of the sensor-vector is equal or larger than the size

Ny;0Nx;0 of the object-vector, then the least square estimate ûcol0 of ucol0 is a

solution of the normal equation

GHucolz = � �GHG � ûcol0 . (28)

For G = Ax 
Ay we obtain [21]

GH �G = (Ax 
Ay)
H � (Ax 
Ay) =

(AH
x 
AH

y ) �Ax 
Ay = A
H
x Ax 
AH

y Ay:

The matrices AH
x Ax and AH

y Ay are Hermitian and have real-valued non-

negative eigenvalues. Let �i; i = 1; :::; Nx;0, and �j; j = 1; :::; Ny;0, be these

eigenvalues respectively forAH
x Ax andAH

y Ay. Then, the Ny;0Nx;0 eigenvalues

of GH �G are de�ned by the products �i�j; i = 1; :::; Nx;0, j = 1; :::; Ny;0 [21].

It follows that the conditioning number as well as the rank of the matrix

GH �G are the products of the conditioning numbers and ranks calculated

separately for the matrices AH
x Ax and AH

y Ay:

condG = condAH
x Ax

� condAH
y Ay
, rankG = rankAH

x Ax
� rankAH

y Ay
(29)
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The conditioning numbers and ranks of GH �G conventionally serve as a

measure of the complexity of the numerical solution of the set of the normal

equations (28). Despite the fact that the representation in the form (27)-(28)

is straightforward for use the standard linear algebra techniques we prefer to

base our algorithms on the matrix representation (26), what allows to build

numerical algorithms using the matrices AH
y Ay and AH

x Ax of much smaller

dimensions than the dimension of the matrix G. In a similar way, we will

characterize the complexity of these problems using the ranks of the matrices

AH
y Ay and AH

x Ax separately.

If the matrices Ay and Ax in (26) are square and non-singular then the

perfect reconstruction of u0 from uz is achieved with the solution in the

obvious form

û0 =
1

�
A�1
y uzA

�T
x , (30)

where û0 = u0.

For rectangular object and sensor planes the perfect reconstruction is

achieved provided the following assumptions:

1. The support of the sensor plane distribution is equal or larger than the
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support of the object plane distribution

Nx;z � Nx;0 and Ny;z � Ny;0; (31)

2. Ay and Ax are full rank matrices, i.e.

rank(Ay) = Ny;0, rank(Ax) = Nx;0: (32)

If the conditions 1 and 2 are held then the perfect reconstruction is given

by the formula

û0 =
1

�
(AH

y Ay)
�1AH

y uzA
�
x(A

T
xA

�
x)
�1, û0 = u0, (33)

where (H) stands for the Hermitian conjugate, AH
y = (A

�
y)
T .

The numerical study shows that depending on the parameters, in particular,

on the distance z; the pixel�s sizes, and object and sensor sizes the matricesAy

and Ax can be extremely ill-conditioned. This sort of ill-conditioning means

that these matrices are numerically singular and the formulas (30) and (33)

being formally correct practically are useless. The corresponding calculations

cannot be ful�lled and gives unstable results highly sensitive with respect

to the parameter variations, round o¤ errors of calculations and observation

noise.
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To deal with this situation we replace the concept of the rank in (32) by

the numerical rank calculated based on the singular value spectrum of the

matrices and the perfect reconstruction by the numerical perfect (practically

high accuracy) reconstruction. The algorithm (33) is also should be modi�ed.

One of the e¢ cient ways to deal with the ill-conditioning is to involve a prior

information on the distribution in question. The regularization is one of the

conventional techniques for this goal.

Let us consider the standard Tikhonov�s regularization [14], [15]. Instead of

the solution of the equation (26) we are looking for the regularized estimate

of u0 de�ned by minimization of the quadratic criterion

û0 = argmin
u0
L, (34)

L = jjuz � �Ayu0A
T
x jj2F + �2jju0jj2F ; (35)

where the quadratic Frobenius matrix norm as de�ned by the formula

jju0jj2F =
P

k;l ju0(k; l)j2.

The regularization penalty jju0jj2F in L serves in order to enable a bounded

and smooth estimate û0 of the object distribution u0. The regularization

parameter �2 controls the level of the smoothness of the estimate û0 [14].

Proposition 3. The regularized inverse û0 de�ned as a minimizer of (34)
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is a solution of the linear equation

(j�jAH
y Ay + �I)û0(j�jAT

xA
�
x + �I)� (36)

�j�jû0AT
xA

�
x � �j�jA

H
y Ayû0 = �

�AH
y uzA

�
x, � � 0.

This proposition is proved in Appendix 2.

It is checked numerically that the second and the third components in the

left-hand side of this equation are not essential and can be dropped with an

approximate solution given in the explicit non-recursive form

û0=
1

�
(AH

y Ay +
�

j�jI)
�1AH

y uzA
�
x(A

T
xA

�
x +

�

j�jI)
�1. (37)

Comparing the latter equation with (33) we note that the inverse of AH
y Ay

andAT
xA

�
x is replaced by the inverse of their regularized versionsA

H
y Ay+

�

j�jI

and AT
xA

�
x +

�

j�jI.

The square complex-valued matrices AH
y Ay (Ny;0 � Ny;0 ) and AT

xA
�
x

(Nx;0 � Nx;0) are Hermitian with the real-valued non-negative spectrums

(eigenvalues): f�1 � �2 � ::: � �Jg, where J is equal to Ny;0 for AH
y Ay and

equal to Nx;0 for AH
y Ay. The spectrums can be di¤erent for these matrices.

The numerical ranks of the matrices AH
y Ay and AT

xA
�
x are calculated as a

number of eigenvalue elements of the corresponding matrix which are larger
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than a given threshold value. In our experiments we use the threshold equal

to 10�12,

rank = max
j
(j : �j=�1 > 10

�12): (38)

For � > 0 the regularized inverse (37) gives a biased estimate of the true

distribution. Smaller � means a smaller bias. However, too small � are not

applicable as the estimate û0 can be completely destroyed.

It follows from our numerical experiments that if the numerical rank is

de�ned according to (38), and the value of this rank is equal to Ny;0 for

AH
y Ay and Nx;0 for AH

x Ax then there is a small � enabling the high accuracy

(numerically perfect) reconstruction of the object distribution.

Let the pixel�s sizes be so small that the averaging in the forward propa-

gation integrals (22) is not essential. Denote the corresponding Ay and Ax
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matrices with no averaging as By and Bx, respectively, then

By[s; k] , lim
�y;z;�y;0!0

Ay[s; k] = (39)

�y;0 � exp(j
�

�z
(s�y;z � k�y;0)2) = �y;0 �Cy;z[s; k];

Bx[t; l] , lim
�x;z;�x;z!0

Ax[l; t] =

�x;0 � exp(j
�

�z
(t�x;z � l�x;0)2) = �x;0 �Cx;z[t; l],

s = �Ny;z=2; :::; Ny;z=2� 1, k = �Ny;0=2; :::; Ny;0=2� 1,

t = �Nx;z=2; :::; Nx;z=2� 1, l = �Nx;0=2; :::; Nx;0=2� 1,

where Cy;z and Cx;z are de�ned in (17).

Thus,

By = �y;0 �Cy;z and Bx = �x;0 �Cx;z; (40)

i.e. within the scalar factors �y;0, �x;0 the matrices By and Bx are identical

to the matrices of the matrix Fresnel transform. We will call these By and

Bx matrices "non-averaged", in order to emphasize that the averaging e¤ect

is omitted.

Proposition 4.

Let the object and sensor planes be of the equal pixel-size Ny �Nx and the
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conditions (11) be ful�lled. Then for the non-averaged matrices

1

�2y;0Ny
BHy By = INy�Ny ;

1

�2x;0Nx
BTxB

�
x = INx�Nx: (41)

or

1

Ny
CHy;zCy;z = INy�Ny ;

1

Nx
CTx;zC

�
x;z = INx�Nx: (42)

The proof of (41) is given in Appendix 3, and (42) follows from (40).

Proposition 4 proves that provided the conditions (11) the matrices AH
y Ay

and AT
xA

�
x to be inverted in (37) become well conditioned, does not require

any regularization, � = 0, and can be inverted analytically with

û0=
1

�
(BHy By)

�1BHy uzB
�
x(B

T
xB

�
x)
�1 = (43)

1

��2y;0�
2
x;0NxNy

BHy uzB
�
x =

1

��y;0�x;0NxNy
CHy;zuzC

�
x;z:

It can be checked using (11) that (43) is equivalent to the discrete Fresnel

backward propagation (16). Thus, in these conditionsM�DDT with non-

averaged matrices becomes equivalent to the inverse discrete Fresnel trans-

form.

Using the result (41) we may rewrite the regularized inverse solution (37)
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as

û0=
1

� � y � x
(B̂Hy By + ~�y�I)

�1BHy uzB
�
x(B̂

T
xB

�
x + ~�x�I)

�1, (44)

B̂Hy By = B
H
y By=y, B̂TxB�x = B

T
xB

�
x=x;

~�y=�=(j�j � y), ~�x=�=(j�j � x), y = �2y;0Ny, x = �2x;0Nx,

where ~�y and ~�x are normalized regularization parameters. Under assump-

tions of Proposition 4 B̂Hy By and B̂TxB�x are the identity matrices.

With the averaged matrices the solution for û0 has a form (44) where the

matrices By and Bx are replaced by Ay and Ax, respectively. In this case,

the normalized matrices are di¤erent from the identity matrices. However, as

a rule they are quasidiagonal with diagonal items close to 1 and very small

absolute values of non-diagonal items. Then the standard requirements to the

regularization parameters can be done in the form ~�y � 1, ~�x � 1, i.e.

0 < �0 � �� j�jmin(y; x). (45)

This upper bound guarantees that the regularization does not change the

main diagonal terms of the matrices, and the lower bound �0 guarantees the

regularization e¤ects.

Let as evaluate the order of this upper bound for �. Note that j�j = 1

�d
,

then for the pixels of the equal size � and square image N � N we obtain
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j�jmin(y; x) =
�2N

�d
=
�2Ndf
�ddf

=
df
d
. It means that roughly � � df=d.

Thus, for the distances close to the in-focus ones, � � 1. Evaluation of the

lower bound �0 is a di¢ cult problem. It has been found experimentally, that

a values from the interval [10�7; 10�1] on many occasions are able to give a

good accuracy reconstruction of the object distribution.

A generalized Tikhonov�s regularization uses various quadratic norms of

linear functionals of u0 mainly such as gradients or the Laplacian [14], [15].

Further developments of the regularization techniques results in nonlinear

penalty functions such as the total variation [16] and l0 and l1 norms. The

latter leads to the recent compressed sensing estimators are able to built lower

complexity estimates with strong denoising properties [17], [18]. All that sort

of approaches are applicable to the considered inverse wavefront restoration

problems.

4. Experiments on wave�eld reconstruction

4.A. Simulations

Simulation is used as an universal tool for accurate study of the reconstruction

accuracy and qualitative e¤ects.
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4.A.1. Sensor redundancy and reconstruction accuracy

It is assumed that images in object and sensor planes are square but can be of

di¤erent size,Ny;0 = Nx;0 = N0 andNy;z = Nx;z = Nz = qN0, q � 1, the pixels

are square of the equal size for the sensor and object planes,�y;0 = �x;0 = �0,

�y;z = �x;z = �z, �0 = �z = �. The size of the image in the sensor plane

is always larger than or equal to the size of the image in the object plane.

Let us denote the ratio of these sizes as q = Nz=N0. The parameter q de�nes

a redundancy of the sensor with respect to the object distribution. The larger

sensor image the better accuracy of reconstruction for the object plane. While

this statement sounds as quite obvious, one of the problem addressed is the

analysis of the in�uence of the parameter q on the rank of the M�DDT

matrices and on the accuracy of reconstruction. Note that the M�DDT

algorithm always uses the averaged matrices Ay and Ax.

The size of Ay and Ax is Nz � N0, while the size of AH
y Ay and AH

x Ax is

always N0�N0 for any Nz = qN0, q � 1. The rank and conditioning ofAH
y Ay

and AH
x Ax are seriously dependent on the sensor size Nz and the parameter

q.

The distance d = df corresponding to the conditions (11) is calculated as
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follows

df = Nz�
2=� = N0q�

2=�. (46)

We call it "in-focus" distance with notation df because for the non-averaged

matrices BHy By and B
H
x Bx it enables the perfect reconstruction (see Propo-

sition 3 for accurate statements). It has been observed from multiple simu-

lation experiments that for the averaged matrices the distances d = df and d

close to df are also in-focus distances with the best reconstruction accuracy.

This interesting fact cannot be proved analytically as there are no analytical

expressions for the averaged matrices Ay and Ax.

The numerical ranks of the matrix AH
y Ay (512�512) versus the distance d

for di¤erent values of q = f1, 2, 4g are shown in Fig. 3. In order to emphasize

the dependence of the "in-focus" distance on the parameter q we will use

notation df jq where the values of q is shown. Let us start from the curves

corresponding to q = 1. The peaks of these curves for the averaged Ay and

non-averaged By (as it is speci�ed in (40)) cases are achieved exactly at the

"in-focus" distance df jq=1 and equal to the maximal rank 512. These ranks

are quickly going down as d > df , and the ranks for the averaged case mainly

lower than those for the non-averaged case. As a result the reconstruction of
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the object distribution becomes more and more questionable for the distances

larger than df .

For instance, for d = 3df jq=1 = 0:06 m the rank for the averaged case is

about 260, i.e. only 260 lines and columns from 512 can be treated as inde-

pendent ones. We can expect that only this number of columns and lines can

be reconstructed and there is no chance to reach a good quality imaging. For

smaller distances d < df , the ranks are erratic, �rst decreasing rapidly, then

increasing and again going down. It results in the correspondingly varying

accuracy of reconstructions.

For the redundant sensors of the larger size with q = 2 and q = 4 the ranks

are also decreasing functions for d > df jq=2 and d > df jq=4, respectively, but

the rank values are much higher that it is for q = 1. Note also that nearly

all cases the ranks for the averaged matrices are lower than those for the

non-averaged ones.

The very interesting behavior of the ranks of the averaged matrices is ob-

served for d � df jq=2 and for d � df jq=4 because these ranks take the max-

imum value 512 up to the very small values of d. It means that for these

distancesM�DDT with the averaged matrices is able to give reconstruc-
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tions of the very high accuracy.

For the non-averaged matrices the behavior of the rank curves is di¤erent.

The ranks take the maximum values for df jq=1 � d � df jq=2 if q = 2 and

df jq=1 � d � df jq=4 if q = 4 and become erratical for d < df jq=1.

RMSE forM�DDT algorithm (with averaged matrices) versus the dis-

tance d for q = 1, q = 2 and q = 4 is shown in Fig. 4. We can see that if

q = 2 we obtain the practical perfect reconstruction for all d � df jq=2. If

q = 4 this interval of the perfect reconstruction becomes wider, we have the

perfect reconstruction for all d � df jq=4. In all these calculations we use reg-

ularization parameters from the interval [10�7; 10�1]. For q = 1 the accuracy

is much worse than it is for q = f2, 4g. Fig. 4 is complementary to Fig. 3. It

demonstrates that for all intervals of d where the ranks take the maximum

values the perfect (or high accuracy) reconstruction is achieved.

4.A.2. Comparative accuracy analysis

The comparative quantitative accuracy analysis of the di¤erent algorithms

for various distances d is shown in Fig. 5. The best performance nearly for

all d is demonstrated by the regularized inverseM�DDT algorithm (37).

The recursive regularized inverse frequency domainF �DDT presented in [1]
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demonstrates the accuracy close to the one obtained by the regularized inverse

M�DDT algorithm. The results of F �DDT are given for 10 iterations. It

is emphasized thatM�DDT enables the perfect reconstruction for d = df .

If the square pixels are of the equal size in the object and sensor planes and

the corresponding images are also of the equal size the standard double-size

zero-padding convolutional algorithm (conv-2 ) and M�IDFrT give the

results nearly identical within the accuracy of calculations. The accuracy of

these algorithms are much better than it can be obtained by the ordinary con-

volutional algorithm (conv-1 ). The curves corresponding to these algorithms

in Fig. 5 are overlapping. Overall the M� DDT algorithm demonstrates

the essentially better accuracy than the standard ones. This algorithm di¤ers

fromM�IDFrT only by use of the averaged matrices Ay, Ax, while the

non-averaged By, Bx are used inM�IDFrT .

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 illustrate a visual performance of theM�DDT algorithm

versus theM�IDFrT algorithm. In this simulation we use theM�DDT

with the averaged matrices for the forward propagation which gives the pre-

cise prediction of the wave�eld distribution at the sensor plane. Thus, it is a

good imitation of the optical experiments. The backwardM�DDT prop-
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agation (inverse distribution reconstruction) is performed according to the

formula (37) and byM�IDFrT according to the formulas (15)-(16). The

advantage of the regularized inverse algorithm is clear for all cases.

In Fig. 7 we use the redundant sensor of the double size with q = 2. The

accuracy is essentially improved as compared with the case q = 1 shown in

Fig. 6. The accuracy results similar to discussed above have been con�rmed

for various test images.

Fig. 8 demonstrates the ability of the M�DDT algorithm with the av-

eraging to give the aliasing free results. The left image is theM�IDFrT

reconstruction with the distance d = 0:5 � df . This reconstruction is com-

pletely destroyed by the aliasing e¤ects. In the same time the M� DDT

reconstruction (right image) is nearly perfect.

When d 6= df the matrices AH
y Ayand AH

x Ax can be extremely ill-

conditioned with the conditioning number of the order 1018 � 1020. It is in-

teresting that very small regularization parameters � are able to change the

accuracy of the reconstructions in a dramatic way. In particular, the image

Fig. 6a is obtained with very small � = 10�12. Increasing these regularization

parameters upto the value 10�4 practically does not change the reconstruction
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accuracy. Thus, the algorithm is quite robust with respect to the selection

of �. Nevertheless, non-zero positive regularization parameters are of impor-

tance as it is in particular illustrated in Fig. 9. These images are obtained for

d = 1:01�df , i.e. the distance d is di¤erent from the in-focus one by one per-

cent only. The image Fig. 9a obtained for � = 0 is completely destroyed while

the image in Fig. 9b obtained for � = 10�7 shows the high-accuracy imaging.

The regularization results in a lower sensitivity of reconstruction to variations

of the distance values. Note, that the zero regularization parameters can be

used for d = df .

4.A.3. Non-square pixels and non-equal size images

In the above simulation produced for the square pixels of the equal size for the

image and sensor planes the in-focus distance is selected using the formulas

(46) obtained from (11). For the general case when the pixels are rectangular

and of di¤erent size in the image and sensor planes and the images in these

planes can be also of di¤erent size the sampling conditions (11) derived from

(10) take a well known form [2]

Ny;0=
� � d

�y;0�y;z
; Ny;z=

� � d
�y;0�y;z

; Nx;0=
� � d

�x;0�x;z
;Nx;z=

� � d
�x;0�x;z

: (47)

Of course these condition cannot be ful�lled simultaneously with the same
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value of the distance parameter d.

Nevertheless, the in-focus distance forM�DDT can be found using the

ranks of the matrices Ay and Ax analyzed as functions of d. The matrices Ay

and Ax in (26) de�ne transformations of the rows and columns of the object

distribution u0 in order to map this distribution in the observed sensor plane

distribution uz. The conditions (47) can be considered separately for these

matrices as two groups of equations, respectively for the matrix Ay

Ny;0=
� � d

�y;0�y;z
; Ny;z=

� � d
�y;0�y;z

(48)

and for the matrix Ax

Nx;0=
� � d

�x;0�x;z
;Nx;z=

� � d
�x;0�x;z

: (49)

Then the in-focus distances for the matrices Ay ("focussing in-rows") df;y

and Ax ("focussing in-lines") df;x are calculated as

df;y = �y;0�y;zNy;z=� = q�y;0�y;zNy;0=�; (50)

df;x = �x;0�x;zNx;z=� = q�x;0�x;zNx;0=�

In these formulas we use that Ny;z � Ny;0 and Nx;z � Nx;0. When Ny;z =

Ny;0 and Nx;z = Nx;0 these matrices become the identical, respectively for

d = df;y and d = df;x. When Ny;z > Ny;0 and Nx;z > Nx;0 the sensor is
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redundant (q > 1) and the dependence of the rank with respect to d has

a form shown in Fig. 3. Thus the rank takes the maximum values for the

distances equal or smaller than de�ned in (50).

Now we select a single in-focus distance df from two df;y and df;x for the

M�DDT algorithm (with averaged matrices) as follows

df = min(df;y, df;x). (51)

The ranks of the averagedAy andAx takes the maximal or close to maximal

values for all d � df;y and d � df;x. Thus selection of df guarantees than

simultaneously the ranks of the both matrices Ay and Ax takes values close

to the maximum values.

These results are valid only for the averaged matrices Ay and Ax and, in

general, are not valid for the non-averaged By and Bx. Note also that (51) is

valid provided that a di¤erence between df;y and df;x is not too large. Thus,

the recommendation (51) is not universal and should be used cautiously.

Illustrations of using the focussing distance calculated according to the

rule (51) are shown in Figures 10 and 11. It is assumed that the pixels are

rectangular of the size (5 � 8) �m and the same for the object and sensor

planes, the both images of the size 512 � 512. In Fig. 10 we can see the
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numerical ranks of the matrices AH
y Ay and AH

x Ax. These ranks take their

maximum value 512 for the corresponding in-focus distances df;y = 0:0202

m and df;y = 0:0518 m. It is seen that for df = min(df;y,df;x) = 0:0202

m the rank of the matrix AH
x Ax is close to 512. It con�rm the motivation

behind selection of df according to the formula (51). Fig. 11 demonstrates

that the object wave�eld reconstruction according toM�DDT and the best

applicable standard techniqueM�IDFrT . It is seen that theM�DDT

results (Fig. 11a) for df;y is better than that (Fig. 11c) for the distance df;x

with lower RMSE value 0:0115 versus 0:0559. Comparison with respect to

M�IDFrT (Fig. 11b and Fig. 11d) is in favor M�DDT both visually

and numerically with the best RMSE value 0:0809 achieved for the distance

df;x.

4.B. Phase-shifting wave�eld registration

The phase-shifting holography is one of the popular techniques used for

measurement of the complex-valued wave�eld distributions. In the basic setup

for the in-line phase-shifting holography, the object beam and a special ref-

erence beam re�ected at the piezoelectric transducer mirror controlled by

a computer are combined on the digital sensor and form interference pat-
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tern [2], [12]. Following to [22] we show that M�DDT techniques is ap-

plicable for the object wave�eld reconstruction. The wave�eld impinging on

the digital sensor can be presented in the form

I�(y; x) = juz(y; x) + uref(y; x)ej�(y;x)j2 =

juz(y; x)j2 + juref(y; x)j2+

uz(y; x)u
�
ref(y; x)e

�j�(y;x) + u�z(y; x)uref(y; x)e
j�(y;x):

Assume that the amplitude uref and the phase shift �(y; x) = � of the

reference beam are invariant then the averaged outputs of the sensor pixels

are calculated for I�(y; x) according to (20) as follows:

I�[k; l] = Iz[k; l] + juref j2+ (52)

uz[k; l]u
�
refe

�j� + u�z[k; l]urefe
j�,

where I�[k; l] = 1
�y;z�x;z

R �y;z=2
��y;z=2

R �x;z=2
��x;z=2 I�(k�y;z+�

0; l�x;z+�
0)d�0d�0, Iz[k; l] =

1
�y;z�x;z

R �y;z=2
��y;z=2

R �x;z=2
��x;z=2 juz(k�y;z+�

0; l�x;z+ �
0)j2d�0d�0, and uz[k; l] are given

by (20).

Let us use for the three phase shifts � = 0, �=2, � then it follows from (52)

that the complex-valued wave�eld uz[k; l] can be calculated as

uz[k; l] =
1

4u�ref
(I0[k; l]� I�[k; l]� j(2I�=2[k; l]� I0[k; l]� I�[k; l])) (53)
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and the wave�eld reconstruction is reduced to reconstruction of the discrete

object distribution u0 from the wave�eld distribution uz given in the sensor

plane.

In our preliminary physical tests we use this phase-shifting setup with an

object distribution generated by SLM. VisuallyM�DDT gives quite a good

reconstruction. An accuracy evaluation is planned as a further special exper-

imental study, in particular including a precise calibration of the equipment

and corrections of the wave�eld propagation modeling.

4.C. Implementation

Computation of the integrals de�ning the matrix Ay is the most demanding

element of the computational complexity ofM�DDT . This matrix depends

on the sizes of images and pixels in the object and sensor planes as well as

on the distance between these planes. Thus, Ay can be calculated for a set

of these parameters in advance, saved and used for processing of various

wave�eld distribution with the corresponding size and distance parameters.

Respectively, in evaluation of the computational complexity we separate the

time required for calculations of the matrices Ay (and By) from the time

required for calculation of wave�eld reconstructions themselves. This separa-
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tion allows to make a fare comparison of the computational complexity versus

the standard methods where there are no calculations of the integrals used

Ay.

We represent the estimate reconstruction (37) into the form of the matrix

product

û0=
1

�
QyuzQx; (54)

whereQy = (A
H
y Ay+�=j�j�I)�1AH

y ,Qx = A
�
x(A

T
xA

�
x+�=j�j�I)

�1. In Table 1

and Table 2 we show the computational time for calculations of the matrices

Ay and Qy (time for calculation of Ax and Qx are equal to computational

time for Ay and Qy, respectively).

All further results are given for square matrices of the size N � N with

the pixel�s sizes in the object and sensor planes �y;0 ��x;0. The results in

Table 1 for matrix Ay essentially depend on the ratio of pixel sizes in object

and sensor planes. If �y;z = �y;0, then Ay is the Toeplitz matrix de�ned by

elements of a single column (row). It enables a fast calculation of the matrix

with a minimal required time. If the pixels are not square and/or equal in the

object and sensor planes, e.g. �y;z 6= �y;0, the computational time is much

higher. In general, it requires calculation of all N 2 elements of the matrix
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with the maximal time shown in the last row of Table 1. Note that in this

table �y;z = 5�m.

Table 1. Computational time (in sec) for matrices Ay and By .

Matrix n N2 1282 2562 5122 10242

By 0.0046 0.02 0.11 0.43

Ay; �y;0 = �y;z 1.9 3.9 7.1 16

Ay; �y;0 = 2��y;z 5.3 14.2 33 110

Ay; �y;0 = 1:1��y;z 28.5 73.4 186 768

However, if for instance �y;0 = 2��y;z, as it in the third row of Table 1 or

�y;0 is multiple to �y;z with a factor di¤erent from 2 then a more economical

algorithm is used looking for equal elements of the matrix Ay and calculating

these equal elements only once. If these are equal elements in Ay and they

are properly identi�ed then the required time is much shorter than it is for

calculation of the all items of Ay. Of course, this acceleration depends on the

ratio �y;z=�y;0.

In Table 2 we show the calculation time of the matrix Qy, which depends

on the size of the matrix only. These results are obtained assuming that the
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matrix Ay is already known. In Table 3 we show the time used for calculation

of the estimates (54) and compare it with the time required for the standard

convolutional methods conv-1 and conv-2. Naturally, that conv-1 is fastest

and the time required for conv-2 estimates is much higher and comparable

with the time required by M�DDT . Note, that in these calculations for

M�DDT we assume that the matrices Qy and Qx are given. Under this

assumption the computational complexity of M�DDT is of the order on

the standard conv-2 algorithm using the zero-padding.

Table 2. Computational time (in sec) for matrices Qy .

Matrix n N2 1282 2562 5122 10242

Qy 0.02 0.15 1.1 10.1

Table 3. Computational time (in sec) for calculation of estimates .

Method n N2 1282 2562 5122 10242

M�DDT 0.011 0.046 0.74 3.75

conv-1 0.0045 0.023 0.13 0.55

conv-2 0.023 0.13 0.55 2.3
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The computational time results given in the tables are obtain by Monte-

Karlo simulation with averaging over 100 samples. The computer used for

experiments is Intel Pentium 4 @ 3.2GHz, RAM: 4GB, Windows Xp SP2,

Matlab 7.7.0 (R2008b).

Memory requirements depend mainly on the size of the matrices in (54)

and calculated as N 2�8�2� 3 Bytes, where N 2 is a number elements in the

matrices, 8 Bytes for double-precision �oating point calculations, the factor

2 appears because of all variables are complex-valued, and 3 is a number of

matrices in the product (54).

A demo-version of theM�DDT and F �DDT algorithms implemented

in MATLAB are available at the website http://www.cs.tut.�/~lasip.

5. Conclusion

This paper concerns two aspects of discrete holography: discrete modeling

of the forward wave�eld propagation and the inverse. The important prop-

erty of the proposed M� DDT is that it gives the accurate prediction of

the forward propagation for a pixelwise invariant object distribution. In par-

ticular, this prediction is free of the aliasing e¤ects typical for all standard

discrete models. The forwardM�DDT can be treated as a generalization
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of the standard Fresnel transform to the averaged version of this transform,

where the averaging is applied both in the sensor and object domains. The

matrix form of the proposedM�DDT is exploited in order to develop the

inverse reconstruction techniques and formulate the conditions when the nu-

merical perfect (high accuracy) reconstruction of the object plane wave�eld

distribution is possible.

Numerically and visually theM�DDT based algorithms demonstrate a

better performance as compared with the standard Fresnel transform and

convolutional techniques. The inverseM�DDT algorithms gives also better

results as compared with the recursive and non-recursive F �DDT recon-

struction algorithms.
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Appendix 1. Replacement of double integration by integration on

single variable.

Consider the integral J =
R 1=2
�1=2

R 1=2
�1=2 f(x + �1�1 + �2�2)d�1d�2, where f

is a function of two variables. Further, change the variables of integration

according to the following formula0BB@ x

y

1CCA =

0BB@ cos' sin'

� sin' cos'

1CCA
0BB@ �1�1

�2�2

1CCA : (55)

With ' = �=4 this orthogonal transformation means a rotation of the inte-

gration area on the angle �=4 and multiplication on �1 and �2 results in the

corresponding scalling of the obtained area. For ' = �=4 the new variables

are de�ned as

0BB@ u

v

1CCA =
1p
2

0BB@ �1 �2

��1 �2

1CCA
0BB@ �1

�2

1CCA =
1p
2

0BB@ �1�1 +�2�2

��1�1 +�2�2

1CCA . (56)

Let us assume that �1 � �2 then the integration area is a rectangular

rotated on 450 as it is shown in Fig. 12. According to (56) the coordinates

of the corners of this rectangular are as follows
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u1 =
1

2
p
2
(�1 +�2); v1 =

1

2
p
2
(��1 +�2); (57)

u2 =
1

2
p
2
(�1 ��2); v2 =

1

2
p
2
(��1 ��2):

The integral J over this rectangular area is represented as

J =

Z 1=2

�1=2

Z 1=2

�1=2
f(x+�1�1 +�2�2)d�1d�2 =

1

�1�2

Z Z
u;v2S

f(x+
p
2u)dudv; (58)

where S is an area of the rectangular. The integrand in (58) depends on the

variable u and does not depends on v. It allows to represent this integral as a

sum of the three integrals with integration over the areas I, II, and III shown

in Figure 12. Using simple geometrical speculations we can calculate these

integrals as integrals over a single variable u as follows

J = J1 + J2 + J3;

J1 =
1

�1�2

Z u2

�u2
f(x+

p
2u)(�2

p
2)du;

J2 =
1

�1�2

Z u1

u2

f(x+
p
2u)2(u1 � u)du;

J3 =
1

�1�2

Z �u2

�u1
f(x+

p
2u)2(u1 + u)du:
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Inserting in these formulas the values (57) we arrive to

J1 =
1

�1

Z (�1��2)=2

�(�1��2)=2
f(x+ u)du; (59)

J2 =
1

�1�2

Z (�1+�2)=2

(�1��2)=2
f(x+ u)(

�1 +�2
2

� u)du;

J3 =
1

�1�2

Z (�1+�2)=2

(�1��2)=2
f(x� u)(�1 +�2

2
� u)du:

If �2 > �1 the formulas (59) are used replacing in them �1 by �2 and �2

by �1. For the general case with the arbitrary �1 and �2 these formulas can

be rewritten as

J1 =
1

max(�1;�2)

Z D2

�D2
f(x+ u)du; (60)

J2 =
1

�1�2

Z D1

D2

f(x+ u)(D1 � u)du;

J3 =
1

�1�2

Z D1

D2

f(x� u)(D1 � u)du;

where D1 = (�1 +�2)=2; D2 = j�1 ��2j=2:

Let us derive the formulas valid for the integrals in (24). For Ay we have:

Ay(k; s) =
1

�y;z

Z �y;z=2

��y;z=2

Z �y;0=2

��y;0=2
exp(j

�

�d
(k�y;z � s�y;0 + �0 + �)2)d�d�0 =

�y;0

Z 1=2

�1=2

Z 1=2

�1=2
exp(j

�

�d
(k�y;z � s�y;0 + �1�y;0 + �2�y;z)2)d�1d�2:

Then using (60) we obtain

Ay(k; s) = �y;0 � (J1(k; s) + ~J2(k; s)); (61)
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J1(k; s) =
1

max(�y;0;�y;z)

Z D2

�D2
exp(j

�

�d
(k�y;z � s�y;0 + u)2)du; (62)

J2 (k; s) + J3(k; s) , ~J2(k; s) =
1

�y;0�y;d

Z D1

D2

[exp(j
�

�d
(k�y;d � s�y;0 + u)2) +

exp(j
�

�d
(k�y;d � s�y;0 � u)2)](D1 � u)du.

In a similar way we obtain for Ax:

Ax(l; t) = �x;0 � (J1(l; t) + ~J2(l; t)); (63)

J1(l; t) =
1

max(�x;0;�x;z)

Z D2

�D2
exp(j

�

�d
(l�x;z � t�x;0 + u)2)du; (64)

~J2(l; t) =
1

�x;0�x;z

Z D1

D2

[exp(j
�

�d
(l�x;z � t�x;0 + u)2) +

exp(j
�

�d
(l�x;z � t�x;0 � u)2)](D1 � u)du.

For �1 = �2 = � the integral J1 = 0, J = ~J2 and it can be transformed to

J =

Z 1

�1
f(x+�u)(1� juj)du: (65)

In the derivation of this formula in [1] the erroneous extra factor 2 is ap-

peared which should be omitted.
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Appendix 2. Proof of Proposition 3

Using the matrix trace the criterion (35) can be expressed as follows

L = tr((uz � �Ayu0A
T
x )
H(uz � �Ayu0A

T
x ) + �

2uH0 u0) =

tr(uHz uz � �uHz Ayu0A
T
x � ��A�

xu
H
0 A

H
y uz + j�j2A�

xu
H
0 A

H
y Ayu0A

T
x+�

2uH0 u0).

Minimization in (34) concerns both the real and imaginary parts of u0.

These minimum conditions can be given in the following form (e.g. Appen-

dixes 14.6 and 14.7 in [19]):

@L

@uH0
= 0: (66)

Using the formulas for the trace matrix di¤erentiation (e.g. [20], pp. 275-

276),

@

@R
tr(QR) = QT ,

@

@R
tr(QRT ) = Q,

we arrive to the equation

���AH
x u

T
zA

�
y + j�j2AH

x Axu
T
0A

T
yA

�
y + �

2uT0 = 0;

what can be rewritten in the equivalent form

��AH
y uzA

�
x= (j�jA

H
y Ay+�I)u0(j�jA

T
xA

�
x+�I)��j�ju0AT

xA
�
x��j�jA

H
y Ayu0,

(67)
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where I is the identity matrix of the corresponding size. For simplicity we do

not show the size of the identity matrix. It proves Proposition 3.

The following iterative algorithm has been used to solve the matrix equation

(67)

u
(k+1)
0 = (j�jAH

y Ay + �I)
�1��AH

y uzA
�
x(j�jA

T
xA

�
x + �I)

�1+ (68)

j�j�(AH
y Ayj�j+ �I)�1u(k)0 AT

xA
�
x(A

T
xA

�
xj�j+ �I)

�1 +

j�j�(j�jAH
y Ay + �I)

�1AH
y Ayu

(k)
0 (j�jA

T
xA

�
x + �I)

�1;

k = 0; 1; :::; u
(1)
0 = 0:
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Appendix 3. Proof of Proposition 4

First, consider the product of the matrices AH
y Ay. Some transformation

shows that

AH
y Ayjk;l = �2y;0

X
s

��y[s� k]�y[s� l] = (69)

�2y;0
X
s

exp(�j �
�z
(s�y;z � k�y;0)2) exp(j

�

�z
(s�y;z � l�y;0)2) =

�2y;0 exp(�j
�

�z
[(k�y;0)

2 � (l�y;0)2])�X
s

exp(�j2�s�y;z�y;0
�z

(�k + l)) =

�2y;0 exp(�j
�

�z
[(k�y;0)

2 � (l�y;0)2])�
Ny=2�1X
s=�Ny=2

exp(�j2�s
Ny
(�k + l)) = �2y;0Ny�k;l:

It proves that AH
y Ay within the scalar factor is the identity matrix,

AH
y Ay = �

2
y;0Ny � INy�Ny . In a similar way, AT

xA
�
x = �

2
x;0Nx � INx�Nx.
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List of Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Principal setup of wave�eld propagation and reconstruction.

Fig. 2 Image reconstruction: (a) by the backward Fresnel transform for

z = df (perfect quality), (b) by the backward Fresnel transform for z = 3df

(average quality), (c) by the regularized inverseM�DDT algorithm (quality

is improved with respect to (b)).

Fig. 3. The rank of the matrixAH
y Ay versus the distance z = d for averaged

(av) Ay and non-averaged (non-av) By matrices for di¤erent sizes of the

square sensor de�ned by the parameter q.

Fig. 4. RMSE versus the distance z = d for q = 1, q = 2 and q = 4,

averaged matrices. A nearly perfect reconstruction is obtained: for all d �

df jq=2 if q = 2 and for all d � df jq=4 if q = 4.

Fig. 5. The accuracy of the image restoration (RMSE) versus the distance

d for di¤erent algorithms: M�DDT , the convolutional inverse using the

transfer function of the image size (conv-1) and of the double size with zero-

padding image (conv-2),M�IDFrT , and the recursive regularized inverse

F �DDT , df = 0:02 m, q = 1:
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Fig. 6. Comparative imaging byM�DDT andM�IDFrT algorithms,

for various distances between the object and sensor planes: a) d = df ; b)

d = 3df , c) d = 6df , where df is the in-focus distance for q = 1, df = df jq=1.

The images in the object and sensor planes are of the equal size, q = 1.

Fig. 7. Comparative imaging byM�DDT andM�IDFrT algorithms,

for various distances between the object and sensor planes: a) d = df ; b)

d = 3df , c) d = 6df , where df is the in-focus distance for q = 1, df = df jq=1.

The image in the sensor plane is of the double size of the image in the object

plane, q = 2.

Fig. 8. Object wave�eld reconstruction (amplitude distribution) with the

distance z = :5df : (left) standardM�IDFrT fails with a pattern of clear

aliasing e¤ects, (right)M�DDT with the averaged matrices gives a good

quality aliasing free reconstruction.

Fig. 9. M�DDT reconstructions, the distance d = 1:01 � df : image (a)

obtained with � = 0 is completely destroyed, image (b) obtained with � =

10�7 gives a very good accuracy RMSE = 0:0049.

Fig. 10. The ranks of the matrices AH
y Ay and AH

x Ax for the rectangu-

lar pixels (5 � 8) �m and RMSE for the Baboon image reconstruction by
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M�DDT andM�IFrDT algorithms versus the distance d:

Fig. 11. Comparative imaging by the M�DDT and

M�IDFrT algorithms for the distances d = df;y = 0:0202 m (�rst

row) and d = df;x = 0:0518 m (second row): (a)M�DDT reconstruction,

RMSE = 0:0115; (b) M�IDFrT reconstruction, RMSE = 0:874; (c)

M�DDT reconstruction, RMSE = 0:0115; (d)M�IDFrT reconstruc-

tion, RMSE = 0:0809.

Fig. 12. Integration areas for calculation of the integral (58).
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List of Table Captions

Table 1 Computational time (in sec) for matrices Ay and By.

Table 2 Computational time (in sec) for matrices Qy.

Table 3 Computational time (in sec) for calculation of estimates.
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Fig. 1. Principal setup of wave�eld propagation and reconstruction.
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a) b) c)

RMSE = 2� 10�14, z = df ; RMSE = 0:100, z = 3df ; RMSE = 0:074, z = 3df

Fig. 2. Image reconstruction: (a) by the backward Fresnel transform for z = df

(perfect quality), (b) by the backward Fresnel transform for z = 3df (aver-

age quality), (c) by the regularized inverse M�DDT algorithm (quality is

improved with respect to (b)).
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Fig. 3. The rank of the matrix AH
y Ay versus the distance z = d for averaged

(av)Ay and non-averaged (non-av)By matrices for di¤erent sizes of the square

sensor de�ned by the parameter q:
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Fig. 4. RMSE versus the distance z = d for q = 1, q = 2 and q = 4, averaged

matrices. A nearly perfect reconstruction is obtained: for all d � df jq=2 if q = 2

and for all d � df jq=4 if q = 4.
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Fig. 5. The accuracy of the image restoration (RMSE) versus the distance d for

di¤erent algorithms:M�DDT , the convolutional inverse using the transfer

function of the image size (conv-1) and of the double size with zero-padding im-

age (conv-2),M�IDFrT , and the recursive regularized inverse F �DDT ,

df = 0:02 m, q = 1:
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Imaging byM�DDT , sensor size parameter q = 1

a) b) c)

RMSE = 7:7� 10�13, z = df ; RMSE = 0:074, z = 3df ; RMSE = 0:090, z = 6df

Imaging byM�IDFrT , sensor size parameter q = 1

a) b) c)

RMSE = 0:065, d = df ; RMSE = 0:101, d = 3df ; RMSE = 0:119, d = 6df

Fig. 6. Comparative imaging byM�DDT andM�IDFrT algorithms, for

various distances between the object and sensor planes: a) d = df , b) d = 3df ,

c) d = 6df , where df is the in-focus distance for q = 1, df = df jq=1. The images

in the object and sensor planes are of the equal size, q = 1
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Imaging byM�DDT , sensor size parameter q = 2

a) b) c)

RMSE = 7:148� 10�16, z = df ; RMSE = 0:0444, z = 3df ; RMSE = 0:0763, z = 6df

Imaging byM�IDFrT , sensor size parameter q = 2

a) b) c)

RMSE = 0:0165, z = df ; RMSE = 0:0548, z = 3df ; RMSE = 0:0819, z = 6df

Fig. 7. Comparative imaging byM�DDT andM�IDFrT algorithms, for

di¤erent distances between the object and sensor planes: a) z = df , b) z = 3df ,

c) z = 6df , where df is the in-focus distance for q = 1, df = df jq=1. The image

in the sensor plane is of the double size of the image in the object plane, q = 2.
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Fig. 8. Object wave�eld reconstruction (amplitude distribution) the distance

z = 0:5df : (left) M�IDFrT fails with a patern of clear aliasing e¤ects,

(right) inverse M�DDT with the averaged matrices gives a good quality

aliasing free reconstruction.

a)  b)

Fig. 9. M�DDT reconstructions, the distance d = 1:01 � df : image (a)

obtained with � = 0 is completely destroyed, image (b) obtained with � = 10�7

gives a very good accuracy RMSE = 0:0049.
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Fig. 10. The ranks of the matrices AH
y Ay and AH

x Ax for the rectangular pixels

(5 � 8) �m and RMSE for the Baboon image reconstruction byM�DDT

andM�IDFrT algorithms versus the distance d:
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Fig. 11. Comparative imaging by theM�DDT andM�IDFrT algorithms

for the distances d = df;y = 0:0202 m (�rst row) and d = df;x = 0:0518 m (sec-

ond row): (a)M�DDT reconstruction, RMSE = 0:0115; (b)M�IDFrT

reconstruction, RMSE = 0:874; (c) M�DDT reconstruction, RMSE =

0:0115; (d)M�IDFrT reconstruction, RMSE = 0:0809.
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Fig. 12. Integration areas for calculation of the integral (58).
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